The design of children clothes keeping up with global fashion trends for safe, sustainable and ecological printing methods
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Abstract:
The mother is the source of compassion, love, affection and the focal Point which the right socialization process of every child in the world depending on. Since the birth of the Child, it starts to interchange the communication letter with the mother through the non-verbal symbols, signs and movements to express its consent, feeling pain or the joy of coming to the world of life. So, we find the mother attachment to her child since the first moments of his life, as she knows its needs and requirements. We find that most Children in the age of about a month interact with their mothers differently from their interaction with other people, and here starts the so-called "attachment" between the child and his mother or the process of Matriarchal Link. The "Attachment" itself is one of the manifestations of social behavior of the child, but we can say that it is the most effective behavioral patterns, and the most important for growth in the early stages following the cradle and breastfeeding stage. The attachment is the desire of the child to be very close to the degree of the suction cup to an adult person of those around it who has a certain status toward it, and this attachment in a large percentage is an attachment to the mother. Although girls learn to help themselves in about the same age when the boys do, but they tend to show the attachment behavior more than boys, as they show a greater need to physical attachment to their parents, and this difference due to the behavior which community expect of each sex, and because of this attachment, girls tend to imitate their mothers in many things and the most important looked for in this young age is to wear similar clothes to their mothers.

Hence the importance of this research to shed light on the reciprocal relationship between the mother and her female child and the extent of the Girls’ link and attachment to their mothers, through innovate fabric designs of ladies clothes and their formats for the children. We cannot ignore the world fashion trends and the importance of guide with it to make a printing product with an Egyptian identity and at the same time fits the latest fashion trends in taste, color, shape and quality. And on the other side, and in technological terms, the product has to be environmentally friendly and safe to the young consumer (children).
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